
Minimum bedroom window
opening size is .35m2 (3.75 sq.
ft.) with no dimension less than
380mm (15").

Bedroom #1

Photoelectric Smoke
Alarm - Interconnected
with photoelectric alarm
located in main dwelling
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Bedroom #2

Electric baseboard heat
throughout suite.

lonization Smoke Alarm
(interconnected to
bedroom alarms)

Covered Patio

Peephole or clear glass
required. Minimum door width
is 81 Omm (32"). Provide dead-
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Principal exhaust fan is to run continuously and
have a maximum sound rating not exceeding 1.0
sones. Passive exterior air inlets are required in
all bedrooms and one in a common living area. If
the suite is using a "Central Recirculation
Ventilator System", an additional fan will be
required to supply air to bedrooms as well as the
common living space.

Required exit door must swing on a vertical
axis.

Rangehood to vent to exterior.

30-minute fire-resistant rating required on
walls and ceilings. Shading denotes rated
fire separation. Minimum 1/2" Type X drywall
for walls (both sides) & 5/8" Type X
Fireguard for ceilings.

Unexcavated area

Air cannot be circulated between
dwelling units. Suite must have it's
own separate heating system.

Optional access door between suite
and dwelling ; 20-minute rated door

Media Room - part of main dwelling unit

\ ^ Hardwired CO alarm
(required for solid-fuel-
burning appliiance).

lonization smoke alarm interconnected to
upstairs alarm.

Basement floor layout
Suite area is 916 square feet (85 sq metres)
Maximum allowable area is 90 square metres (968 Sq. ft.)
Total floor area of building is 2766 sq. ft.
Suite takes up 33% of total floor area (maximum is 40%)
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lonization smoke alarm
interconnected to hallway
alarms as well as downstairs
ionisaton smoke alarm (in the
main dwelling area).
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Kitchen/Dining

Garage

Main floor layout
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Master Bedroom

Walk-in Closet
Photoelectric Smoke
Alarm - Interconnected
with photoelectric alarm
located in main dwelling lonization smoke alarm

interconnected to bedroom alarms
as well as downstairs ionizaton
smoke alarm (in the main dwelling^

Carbon Monoxide
alarm
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